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TWO NOTES ON LOCALLY FINITE CYLINDRIC ALGEBRAS 
P. ZLATOS 
Abstract: Locally finite cylindrie algebras of any dim-
ens ion^arlTsEown to bt equivalent as a category to a variety 
of htterogeneous algebras* The notion of relative homomorphism 
of cylindrie algebras generalising the notions of homomorphism 
and relativization map is introduced. Baaed on somt mttalogic-
al considerations uniform relativisations and uniform relative 
homomorphisms of locally finite cylindrie algebras are studied* 
Key words: Cylindrie algebra, locally finite, neat reduct, 
heterogeneous algebra, relativisation, homomorphism. 
Classification: Primary 03G15 
Cylindrie algebras provide an algebraization of the pre-
dicate calculus. But from the metalogical point of view, the 
locally finitt (dimensional) ones corresponding to finitary 
first order theories are of main interest. For any infinite 
ordinal <* the class Lf^ of locally finite cylindrie algebras 
of dimension ot is a proper subclass of the variety CA* of 
all oc -dimensional cylindrie algebras, closed under subalgeb-
rasi homomorphic images and finite direct products* However, 
for ot infinite Lf^ suffers from a defect - it is not a var-
iety, being not closed under infinite direet products; it is 
not even an axiomatic class - the closeness under ultraproduets 
fails* One aim of this note is to show that Lf^ considtrtd 
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•a • category with ordinary hoBOBorphiaae ia equiTaient to a 
T^riaty of hataroganeous aXgebras, proriding ao with a supple* 
Beat the rasuits of Andres*, Neaati [2] describing the first 
order theory of Lf^ « 
The second part starts fron the definition of the notion 
of reXatiTe hoBOBorphisB generaXising both the notions of ho-
BOBarphias and raXatiTisation amp* As coBBunicated to the au-
thor by Heaeti [101, this quaation was raised by Henkin. As 
expected, cyXindric aXgebras with reXatiTe hoaoaorphiSBS fora 
again a category. 
After it, the results will be appXiad to obtain the defi-
nitions of unifora raXatiTisation and unifora reXatiTe hoao-
aorphi aa of XocaXXy finite cyXindric aXgebras whieh are BO re 
sound with the concepts of raXatiTisation of formulas and reX-
atiTe interpretation between first order theories known fron 
the first order iogic, contributing to the solution of Henkin9 s 
quaation and proTiding the paper of ZXatoi [14] with some nec-
essary background. 
The author would Xika to 9xprm$B his gratitude to Istvan 
Meaeti for TaXuabXe discussions and improving remarks* 
1. The equiTalence of Lf<* and HCA«. 
For fundamentals on heterogeneous aXgebras and category 
theory the reader is referred to Birkhoff, Lipson [3] and to 
Mac Lane [8], respectively. Concerning cyXindric aXgebras we 
accept the terminology and notation of Henkin, Monk, Tarski 
[6], with some minor modifications to be just introduced. 
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For typographical reasons algebras are denoted by mmmmr* 
lined capital Latin letters instead of (nonunderlined) German 
one8* Their universes are denoted by the same letters without 
underlining. 
In the definition of <*-dimensional cylindric algebrms, 06 
is allowed to be an arbitrary set, not just an ordinal* For 
A € CA4, and p ̂  oc , Rd A denotes the reduct of A obtained 
by deleting the cylindrificatione ci for i € <x> ~ p and 
diagonal elements di . for <i, j> €
 2c6 ~ 2 p • Clearly, Bd A € 
CA . Let us recall that far m CA^ J| and x «£ A the dim-
ension set of x is 
Ax « { i£oC : c^x j* x } , 
and A is locally finite (A ̂  Lf«) iff Ax is finite for eft«h 
x € A« Since Lf^ * CA^ for 06 finite, we assume that ot is 
a fixed infinite set containing a distinquished elememt C , 
from now. Nevertheless, all the results bellow trivially rmmmin 
true for finite QC , as well* H n ot denotes the set of all 
finite subsets of <* . 
A heterogeneous cylindric algebra G of dimension <-t 
consists of the following data: 
- a nonempty set Q for each p € fin <* , together with op* 
orations •,•,-, 0, I, ci, d^j (i,j € p) of usual arities 
converting Q into a cylindric algebra Qp € CA ; 
- unary operations p^: Q • Q , fa: G > CL for mil 
p c q € Fin <x , subject to conditions 
(1) p|> • Idr*Gp , (2) qropq-pr ( p s q c r ) , 
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(3) pq: jL » Bflp
Q
q *•
 a homomorphism of OL's (p 9 q ) , 
(4) Cjpqx • pqx (p S q, i € q ~ p f x £ G ), 
(5) pqopq«ldr(^ (p £ q) t 
(6) pq(pqx) « *
( q / ч
,
p )
x (p £ q, x € Gq) , 
r • Ør 
x for r « \ i. i»»»fi
ж
] £ FІПQÍ/ 
f x if 
(where C/„xX » -s r ), 
(r) i C, M.C, 
x1 xk 
All the conditions above ean be easily reformulated into 
identities, hence, heterogeneous algebras of dimension <& form 
a variety HCA^ . 
Any £ € HCA^ raises to a direct system of finite dim-
ensional cylindric algebras ( G , pq; p c q € H n « 0 ormr the 
directed poset (fin <* , O • We put 
£1 G » lim<G . pq> . 
The last formula needs an explanation since the algebras G 
are not of the same type* Nevertheless, the standard direct 
limit (colimit) construction, as described e.g. in Gr&tser t4]» 
still works since the types of the JL's form a direct system, 
too, and all the necessary preservation properties are guarant-
ed by the identities (1) - (6) of HCA^ . In this way EL g 
naturally becomes an algebra from Lf^ . Details are left to 
the reader. 
From the metalogieal point of view the transition from 0 
t0 Sk 5 presents the effect of reconstructing the eylindrie 
algebra of a theory in variables v, (i € <*,) from its parts 
formed by formulas deoending only on finitely many variables 
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•i (i € p) where p runs over Fin oc . Similarly, if X is 
a set and 0 is the cylindric algebra of all subsets of the 
cartesian space PV , Dl 0 can be identified with the cylin-
dric algebra of all subsets of "? depending only on finitely 
many coordinates (i.e. a relation r c*V belongs to Dl 5 
iff there is a finite subset pcoc such that for all a,b£ 
*¥ holds: if aPp * bCp then a e r iff b e r - consult 
[6], [71). 
Given a homomorphism h: G »H in HCAd the direet 
limit construction yields a homomorphism 
21 h « lim hp: m 0 — » E 1 H . 
We have obtained a functor Dl: HCA^ >*£«, • 
On the contrary, to each A G Lf* one can assigns a het-
erogeneous cylindric algebra Nr A - the neat redact complex 
of A - in the following way: For p « Fino£ (Mr A) » Hr A 
is the p-th neat reduct of A (Nr A * { x € A: A i c p j and 
Nr A € CA^ is a subalgebra of Rd A - see [6]), for p c q 
pq: Nr A >Hr^ is simply the inclusion map and $q: H r A 
— > N r ^ is the generalised cylindrification C/ % . Ob-
viously, an algebra from HCA* was obtained* The intuitive 
metalogical or geometrical meaning of this construetion is 
selfexplanating* 
If f: A — » B is a homomorphism in Lf^ then the system 
of restrictions tn « ffWrA: Nr A — > N r B defines a homomor-p p.. -_--»p— — p — 
phism Nr f « <fp: p 6 Finot> : Nr A — > Nr B in HCA* . In 
this way a functor Nr: Lf^ *HCA^ was obtained. 
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Theorem 1. The functors Dl and Hr are pairwise inverse 
equivalences between the categories HCA* and Lf^ • 
Proof. One has to show that there are natural isomorphisms 
1: J&tXCk^^Wrom. and 9: m o Mr --̂ -> Id^Lf , i.e. that 
for all h: 3 — » H in HCA* and f: A *B in Lf* the 
following two diagrams commute: 
•a 
h Dl Hr f 
* I 2k 5* A ~J = * £1 * £ l 
I1! \\ [h 
HrDljg > t a i A > B 
Hr 3M. h f 
The verification based on (1) - (6) is straightforward. 
The functor jDl can be regarded via the composition with 
the embedding J: Lfc — » CA^ as a functor EJ.* * £» JQ.: HCA^ 
— » CA«u • Oa the other hand, the neat raduct complex construc-
tion applies to arbitrary cylindric algebras not just to local-
ly finite ones, giving an extension Hr*: CA^—-^HCA*, of flr • 
Corollary 1. The fane tors JDl' and Mr* are adjeiat, 
(of course, m y is the left and Mr/ the right adjoint)* 
Proof* Both possible ways, either to constitute the natu-
ral isomorphism of horn-sets CA*(&9flf A) « HCA^fi, Ir'.£) er 
via the unit • >: IdfHCA*—* Hr/o ja» and counit 6*: 
Dl'o Hr9 > IdfCA* extending 1 and w , respectively9 are 
straightforward. (Note that 1* is still an isomorphism.) 
Corollary 2. Lf^ is a full coreflective subcategory of 
CA*. 
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Proof. Dl oHr' is the right adjoint to the inclusion 
functor J . The natural eabedding Dl M r * 4 — > A ie the co-
rtfleetion of the object A € CA^ in Lf^ . (Of course, this 
result can bt tstablishtd alao directly. Neatly, in every A 
€ CA^ the finite dimensional eleaents fora a subalgebra of 
A which is lsoaorphic to £1 Nr'A , and the inclusion aap has 
tat dtsirtd universal property.) 
From Theorem t follows the fact proved by Andr6ka, Ger-
gely, Heatti, Sain [11 that tht category Lf^ is both coa-
plete and cocoapittt. fat proof of existence of products in 
ur* sue* their description ia due already to Preller [11]. 
Wt can give an alternative description of Lf^-products: 
fo eoapute ,1? (At: t € T) in Lf^ one hat first to coapute 
T? (£r it t 4 T) coaponantwitt, aeaning 
(КягА.' *е Т))
р
 »? (НГрА̂  и т) 
the right side product being already direct, and pass to the 
direct liait 
tl? <it
: t € f) * ̂  $ (fi£ At2 t € T) • 
Reaark. In the special ease <-t«oj (the set of all natural 
numbers 0, !, •••) the type of algebras in HCA* can be done 
less cuabtrsoat. Any algebra G & HCAW is coapletely deter* 
mined by its components 0Q and unary operations j n « n n+1 : 
<ĵ  *Gn+1 , en • n n+1 : Gn+1 * Gn (n€a>). (Let ua recall 
that n • { 0, 1, ..., n-l}€ fin co for n € w , so that 
G> CPinc*) .) Finally, we give the description of the variety 
(equiTaltnt to) HCA^ in this preeentation: An algebra G in 
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HGA^ consists of a system ^G n: n€cj> of algebras G^ € CAn, 
homomorphisms j n: G R — > M^^ and mappings en: 0 ^ - — > 
G satisiying 
cn«>nx " V • 
•nV " x 
JnV " V 
for a H n€to, x € Gn , y € G^- . 
The reader can compare the heterogeneous eylindric algeb-
ras of dimension to with the heterogeneous elonea af Taylor 
[13]* The analogy is transparent. The former provide an algeb-
raization of the first order logic while the latter do the same 
for the equational logic. 
2. uniform relativiaations and relative homomorphiema 
.Let A € CA^ , a £ A. The relativization of A with respect 
to a is an algebra of the same type type as A denoted by 
Rl A with carrier RlgA » { x f e A : x ^ a } . The Boolean oper-
ations and diagonal elements in Rl A are defined in such a 
(unique possible) way that they are preserved by the canonical 
map rlft « ̂
a*x: x € A>: A — • R l ^ . The cylindrifications cj 
o n Rlr,A are defined by c?x * a*c^x for a ^ x € A (sea [6J). 
In general Rl A needs not to be a CA^ 9 and even if this 
is the case, the relativization map rl : A — » RlftA needi not 
to be a homomorphism unless Aa * 0 - otherwise it does not 
preserve the cylindrifications (see Nemeti [9]). So it seems 
meaningful to try to define a minimal class of maps between 
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CA^'8 closed under identity and composition containing bath ho-
mo mor phi sms and relativization maps. Let us regard the relativ-
ization mapa in form rl s (a»x: x € A>: A — * A for this 
purpose. 
*-** k> .§ 6 CA*, • A ^SP -̂ : A — * B *8 called a relative 
homomorphi sms from A to B if there is a homomorphism h: 
A —*B such that for each x € A holds fx * fl«hx , i.e. iff 
f decomposes into a homomorphism and a relativization map 
Obviously, every relative homomorphism f: A *B preserves 
joins and meets (regarding f as a map f: A » Rlf JB , it 
preserves all" the Boolean operations and diagonal elements, as 
well). 
We subsume all the basic facts about relative homomorph-
isms in the theorem bellow. 
Theorem 2. (i) Every homomorphisms of cylindric algebras 
is a relative homomorphism. A relative homomorphism f is a 
homomorphism iff fI » I . 
(ii) For every £ fc CA^ , a fe A the relativization map rlQ 
is a relative endomorphism of A. 
(iii) If f: A — » B , g: B —*C are relative homomorphisms of 
<*-dimensional cylindric algebras then gof: A —»C is a rel-
ative homomorphism, as well.. 
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(iv) Every class of mappings between CAjs containing all the 
homomorphisms and relativization maps closed under composition 
has to contain all relative homomomorphisms between them. 
Proof, (i) and (ii) are trivial, (iv) was already proved 
(see the last diagram). As for (ill), let h: A — > B , k: jg—» 
C be the homemorphisms inducing f, g, respectively. Imam 
got is induoed by k o h . Let us compute for x £ A : 
(gof)x « g(fl.hx) » gfl.gl-khx « <g*f)I.(k.h)x . 
A deepper study of the category CA*. with relative home-
morphisms is postponed, as usual, into some future works. Let 
us turn our attention to another but related problem concerning 
locally finite eylindrie algebras. 
The following type of relativization can be found quite 
often (if not exclusively) in the first order logie: Given a 
unary predicate (or a formula with a single free variable) P 
such that Bx P(x) holds, the value of any variable oecuring 
in a formula <f is bounded by P (e.g. 
tf>pU) s {viz) -*» 3x(P(x) A Vy(P(y) =-> x ft z A H(x,y,a)))) 
corresponds in this way to <p(z)sBxVy(x ? y A B(x,y,s))). 
In the eylindrie set algebra of all subsets of the Cartesian 
space "V this presents the effect of relativization with re-
spect to an element *U where U is a nonempty subset mt V. 
However, for A 6 Lf^ , a € A, &m c [o] 9 cQa » I , the ele-
ment IT s.a corresponding to "U needs not to exist, so 
ie<* * 
that the procedure of relativization by meeting with a single 
element as described in [6] does not apply. Nevertheless, work 
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ing locally one tan still obtain a reasonable construetien fol-
lowing the relativiiation from the predicate calculus. The pre-
vious results prtvidt us with the necessary tools. 
Let us recall frea \.6l that •- (i,j e a) denotes the sub-
J 
stitution operator of the j-th coordinate in platt of tht i-th 
one, i.e. for i / j s-x * ci(di .*x) and spr * x • The reader 
should keep in mind that every i. is an endomorphism of tht 
Boolean part of a CA^ A and that the substitutions art pre-
served by homomerphisms of eylindric algebras (set 161). 
Let A € Lf^ t a e. A , and Aa c ^0} • Por each p € Pin 00 
we put 





p. Let Afpa denote the relativisation HI Nr A of the neat 
in particular, ^a * I . Obviously, pa e Nr.j| for aech finite 
reduct Nr A with respect to pa . According to [6, Theorem 
2.2.13] Arpa € CA for each p € Pin 06 . We would like to con-
vert the system (^P« « P € Pino-*) of finite dimensional eyl-
indric algebras into an d-dimensional heterogeneous eylindric 
algebra. Por p c q & pin <*, we put 
pqx * ^a-x (x 6 Al^a), 
fqy m Pa*«(q_p)y <y* Af qa). 
(In tht stqutl tht signs of eylindric algtbra operttions always 
dtnote the operations from tht original algtbra £ to that tht 
optrations in the £rpe'§ have to bt txprtsstd according to 
thtir dtfinition.) 
The just dtscribed construction gives the following result 1 
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.theorem 3. Let A € Lfa , a £ A , Am g{0) . Then 
(A^Pa» Pq» Pq; P ̂  q € Finot) ia a heterogeneous algebra of 
the same type as the neat reduct complex Nr A satisfying con-
ditions (1), (2), (3), (4) and (6). It satisfies condition (5), 
i.e. it is a HCA*, iff e0a » I . 
Proof. The verification of conditions (1) - (4) is easy. 
As for the condition (6) we assume that the set q *> p contains 
exactly two elements i and j. The general case follows then 
by induction. Let y € Ar^a • Then 
pq(pqy) * (1a.pa«cic .y *
 <*a*c.jCi(8.ja*y) 
« <*a-<l~U}a.ci(sJa.cjy) « V c ^ a - c ^ y ) 
which is the generalized cylindrification C/ ^ \y in .At^a • 
If cQa « I , observe that for any r 6 Fin<* C/*
ra * I • 
Let us compute for x € At^a , P £ q € Fin <* 
PQ(pqx) » P a « c ( q , p ) ( V x ) »-
 P a - * - e ( q ~ p )
q ~ P * • * 
which proves (5). To show the necessity, it suffices to realise 
that 
0 10} (0 (0}I) « cQa . 
Passing to the direct limit 
Dl<Arpa, pq, pq) « l im<Arpa, pq) 
an algebra of the same type as A called the uniform relativ-
ization of A with respect to a and denoted by A ^ « ia ob-
tained. Theorems 1 and 3 yield immediately 
Corollary. Ar*"* € Lf« or, which is the same, Af*a € CA* iff* 
c0a - I 
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A slight modification of the direct limit construction 
gives the following direct description of Ar^a (ef. t4l): 
We start with the set {x e Jk: x 4 pa for some p € Fia <*> , 
A x c p ] * ^ x £ A : x 4 x a } and introduce the following equi-
valence on it: 
x s y iff pa»x » pa.y for some p € Jlaou , 
4x c p , Ay c p 
iff A x U^a.x«* x u**..y . 
Let [x] = [ x ] denote the block of equiTal.aee of the eleaeat 
x in m . We introduce the eylindrie algebra operatioaa oa 
the set (x e A: x 4 A X » l / s a ** follows: 
[ x ] + [y]« [ A ( x + y ) a . (x • y ) ] , [x ] . [y l - [ x . y ] , 
- [ x ] - [Axa - x l , 0 « [ 0 ] , I « [ I ] , 
c ^ x ] - [ A x a . C i x ] , d i ; j * [ ^ ' ^ a . d . p . 
Now, we would l ike to have a result on transit ivity of 
uniform relativizations. Let us start with a lemma. 
Lemma 1 > Let A £ LfA , a,b € A , a > b , Aa Q {o} , 
A b c l j o ] . Then in Af^a holds 
Atbl^c^O} and p [bl » [ p b] . 
Moreover, if cQb » I (hence, also cQa • I), then cQtb] « I 
in At"*a , as well. 
Proof. The first and the last conditions can be verified 
immediately. To prove the second one it is enough to show that 
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- t { 0 » i J . . . ^ - t«°.b] • 
Hheorem 4. Let A , •, b be n in Lemma 1• Then there is 
a natural isomorphism 
(Ar-a)rtb]» A^b . 
Moreoverp £f*b € Lf^ iff cQb • I iff cQa « I and a £ cQb . 
Proof. The isomorphism is given by 
t t - V [ b ] ^ I j t - b • 
the completion of the proof on the base of Lemma 1 and the tran-
sitivity result for relativications of cylindric algebras [6, 
Theorem 2.2.153 applied to the Mr A's, pa»s and pb's is 
left to the reader. 
Now, we are able to express the notion of relative inter-
pretation between two first order theories (see e.g. Shoenfield 
tl23) on the language of locally finite cylindric algebras. 
Let A, B € Lf* . A pair <f,b> where b e B, Ab c {0} 
and f « ^ f * P € Pinot> is a system of mappings f : Nr A — > 
NrJ| is called a uniform relative homomorphism from A to B 
if there is a system h » (h : p € Finoc) of homomorphisms 
of p-dimensional cylindric algebras h : Nr A — » Nr B such 
that for all p C q ^ Pin ot and each x £ Nr.A holds 
f^x « qb.h x . 
Q P 
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It fallows immediately tfcat given amy uniform relative homomor-
phiam (f,b) : A —*j§ induced by a system of homomorphisins h, 
9Y9TJ f : Nr A — » Nr B (p € Fin«=0 becomes a relative homo-
morphism induced by the homomorphism h and f I * pb (par-








As easily seen, these conditions could be used to obtain an 
equivalent definition of the notion of uniform relative homo-
morphism. 
Some useful and interesting preservations! properties are 
the fallowing: 
Lemma 2. Let (f,b>: A >B be a uniform relative homo-
morphism of Lf^'s. 
(i) If p,q 4 Knot , x,y e A, A x c. p, Ay c q then 
f p u q U ^ ) * V ' V • 
( i i ) I f a 6 A, A a £ . { 0 } , i 6 < * and p 6 Fin oc then 
(a) t{i]*l* * 8i^ { 0}
a > 
(b) fp(
pa) « P(*{ 0}
a ) • 
Proof* (i) Let us compute 
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W x - y ) • W-*pu* • p ° v v - v 
- p - -v q b , v • V*V 
whtrt h is tht ayttarn of homomovphismt inducing f • 
(ii) To provt (a), it is enough to show that both sides of 
tht tquality givt tht same result under tht one-one map (it hat 
left invtrst) {i} {0,i} : Br{l*b *Br t 0 , i lb . Wt suppost 
that i j* 0 , tht tast i * 0 being trivial. Let us compute 
^ « b . - i i } . ? . . f ( 0 > i } . » . « ^
i ) b . h { 0 > i ) . o . 
- <0' i>h.. i°h{0t l}. 
. i°.«b..;(W.iJb.hf_0,«) 
- «°.«b.^(b.h (0}.> -
 { 0 ' i l b . . ^ { 0 1 - . 
(b) i s a direct constquenet of ( i ) and (a) . 
I f <f,b> : A —*» B , <g,c>: B —» C art two uniform rala-
t i v t homomorphisms of Lf^'s, th t i r composition i s defined com-
ponentwise 
<g,c>o<f ,b> * « g p « f p : p 6 F in*>, g ^ b > . 
Now, wt can state an analogue of Theorem 2. 
Theorem 5. (i) For tvery homomorphism h: A — > B of 
k**.'8 «nf*Nrp£ : P € Fin«-.>, I> is a uniform relative homo-
morphism. A uniform rtlativt homomorphism <f,b>: A — * Jg 
has the above form for some homomorphism h iff b -= I . 
(ii) Let A € Lf^ , a € A , Aa £ {0} . Then tht pair <rl, a> 
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* (£rl : p € Fin*>, a> is a uniform relative endomorphiam 
pa 
of A . 
(iii) If <f,b>: A — » B , <g,c>: B — * C are uniform rela-
tive homomorphiama of Lf^'a than (g»c>o<f,b>: A —*•£ ia a 
uniform relative homomorphiam, as wall. 
Proof, (i) The first assertion is trivial. The second one 
reduces to its following corollary contributing to the results 
of §1. 
Corollary. Let 0, H be heterogeneous cylindric algebraa 
of dimenaion <*> • A system of mappings h - (h : p fc Fin *> 
where every h : G *H ia a homomorphiam of CA •a, ia a 
homomorphism of HCA^'s iff for all. p £ q € Fin * hold a 
pq o h p * hqo pq . 
Proof. The only if part is trivial. We will show that the 
preservation of the pq's ia a consequence of the preservation 
of the cylindrification8 and the pq's. Let us compute for 
p S. q € Fin ot 
l^o pq « pqo pq ©hp« pq « pq • h^. pq o pq 
3
 P Q oh 0 C/ v = pq oc, \ © h FH q (q~p) FH (q~p) q 
* pqopq°Pq»a q * fo • «q • 
Continuation of the proof of Theoreja 5* (ii) is a direct 
consequence of the definition of uniform relative homomorphiam. 
(iii) The inclusion Agr 0jbC {o} is trivial. Let h, k be 
the systems of homomorphiams inducing f, g, respectively. A 
simple computation using Lemma 2 gives for every P £ q € Fin *t, 
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x £ Nr A 
(gqofq)x - g q(Vh px) « gq(
qb).< lc . lcphpx 
-q<s«,}bMVVx • 
Every uniform relative homomerphiem {f,b>: A — * B of 
Lf^'s raises to a mapping l*\*» A —^Bt^b given by 
-*-b* ' tfax-3b " -fAxx3 < - « * ) • 
Then (f,b> can be quite successfully identified with [f]b • 
Working with the relative interpretations between firet order 
theories this is really the case* In the particular ease of (ii) 
of Theorem 5 [rl] works as follows 
[rl] x » [*xa.xl « t * V x ] (x £ A) . a a 
From the metalogical point of view only the uniform rela-
tive homomorphisms (f,b>. with cQb » I are of importance. 
According to Theorems 3 and 5 they seem to be the right eubjeet 
algebraizing the notion of relative interpretation between firet 
order theories* Unfortunately, this special claee of uniform 
relative homomorphisms ie not closed under composition. 
The translation of the results of §2 tor the case tf. » Co 
into the more elegant language of HCAW stated at the end of 
§1 is left to the reader. 
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